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KS3 PHOTOGRAPHY Sign up for KS3 Photography 
Miss Irwin room AR2 15 students
You have to attend all 2 after 
school sessions.

DATES  3rd &  10th February

CAPTURE- COMPOSE- CREATE 

3.10pm - 4.10pm 



What is colour?
How is colour used in photography? 



Colour in Photography 

What is colour in photography?

Together with light, colour is one of the most important 
elements of photography. It affects everything from 
composition and visual appeal to the viewer's 
attention and emotions.





Colour theory  
Photographing using the 
colour theory

Try arranging flowers and 
experiment with different 
backgrounds using the theory 
from the colour wheel. 

Primary colours

Red, yellow , blue 

Secondary colours

Purple, green, orange 

Complementary colours 

Red & Green 
Yellow & purple 
Blue & Orange 

Warm colours 

Red, yellow & Orange 

Cool colours 

Blue, green, Purple 



Complementary colours 

Try to experiment with 
different backgrounds and 
coloured flowers. 

Consider the colour theory 



Colour Splash Photography

Colour is one of the most powerful tools at a photographer's 
disposal. Along with shape, texture, space, line and form, it is one of 
the six classic elements of design. It is an important compositional 
ingredient and it is often used by photographers to set the mood of 
an image.

Splash of colour can guide the focus on the area of colour. So for 
example by turning the background and parts of an image into colour 
your eye automatically focus on the colour.



Using Coloured Pencils 



Slinky Photography  



Colour with toys & objects

Complementary 
colours 

Primary Colours





Skeleton leaves & ipads 

Using skeleton leaves and ipads you can 
create some unique photographs capturing 
colours and different compositions. 

Layer the skeleton leaves over the ipad and 
then using a macro or aperture on camera 
capture some close up work of the leaves. 



Colour & Pattern with lights 



Artist-Mazin-Alrasheed-Alzain 
Mazin Alrasheed Alzain is a Sudanese 
photographer based in Khartoum that 
creates colorful artworks from the pictures of 
everyday stuff. He enjoys still life and 
abstract photography, creating his own 
compositions that are based on lines, 
shapes, and spaces.

Colours, shapes, lines, 
shadows, curves, contrasts, 
movement, composition, 
spaces, light, hues.



Student Outcomes



Students Colour Photographs 



Students Colour Photographs 



Miss Irwin’s Flowers  



Miss Irwin’s experimenting with Paper

Using Paper-- cut the paper into 
strips and layer, curl or attach 
together to create interesting 
compositions. 

Photograph the paper considering 
shadows, shapes, lines, angle s and 
framing. 



Using Coloured Paper on whitebackground 
Using Coloured paper try to 
complete a series of compositions 
using a range of different angles. 
Lighting and shadows. 

Make sure you photograph on a 
white surface if you are using colour 
to make the colour pop! 

Watch the 
video above. 

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1Pb7Jn1-p1SJZllQsLCb6q1lyVXeqVtPv/preview


Editing Photographs



Why do we edit images ? 



•Saturation (also known as purity) is the level of greyness 
present. The less saturated, the more grey a colour appears.



Saturation edits can create a very different interpretation of a 
photograph. High saturations are often used by advertisers on holiday 
destinations or by food companies.



A beach in Cornwall. Which one has been enhanced?



Complementary Edits!

Before Before

After
After



Editing Paper Pictures 

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1opaqDebyj9NPzuF_ScbMyTQFvgfVkhPm/preview


Experimenting with paper


